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fo alZ whom it may cgnéern.:
.
Jisashort tube, which is openfrom end to
Beit known that I, GEORGE W. STEDMAN, | end, and arranged to workunderthe plate B,
pfl:Vienna, in the county of Warren and State i close to the needle and opposite to one si?? of
of New Jersey, have invented certainmewand the eye thereof, in a similar manh?r to the
s?ful Improvements in Machinery for Sew- shuttle commonly employed. This tube works
ing Cloth; and I do hereby declare that the ina guide, d, under the plate B, and is con
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip- |?ected by a rod, K, atits rear end with that
tion of the same, reference being had to the part of the needle-arm below the rock-shaft
accompanying drawings, forming part of this | E, so that it will work-back and forth as the
specification, inw?nich|
| needle works up and down, always retreating
| Figurelis alo?gitudinal vertical section of from the needle as the latterenters the c?otli,
a sewing-machine with my improvements... | and advancing towardit when it is being re" |
Fig.2 is an inverted plan of the same. Fig.3 | tractedfromthecloth. This tubeissoformed,
is a front view of the needle and tube which : at the front end (see Fig. 2) as to throw its
| ?arries the locking-thread. Fig, 4 is a side point toward the needle, sothat it may motfail
view of the needle arm, showing the method to pass through the loop in the needle-thread
in whichthe needle operates for the purpose" (whichthitead is shown in blue color) left by
of feeding the cloth. Fig: 5is aside view of the needle on the under side of the c?oth. This
a modified ärrangement of the needle.
tube has a thread, wlich, for the sake of dis
Sinilarletters
of
referenc?
indicate
corretinction,
wilcall
the* tube-thread”(shown
sponding parts in the seweral figures.
in
red color,)
passingthroughit
from a spool,
This invention consistsina certain new and Li, placedon an upright piyote, enteringitat.
simple device employed in combination with the backand leavingit at the front end. This
a needletoeffecttheinterlacingoftwotbreads, thread beforeitenters the tube passes through
one of whichis.protruded through the cloth |? hole in the guide-pieced, inwhichifrietionis
by a needle in the same manner as in most of, produced upon itby, a plugf, of leather or
the sewing-machinesnowin use, and theother other material. Every timethe needle passes
of w?nieh passes through the said, loop and | through the cloth and leaves a loop, the tube
forms anotherloop, through which the needle entersit during the retraction of the needle,
| and the first thread pass, thus forming a and the thread protruding from the point of
i double series of interlacing loopson one sid? the tube lies along that side of the tube of the cloth.
|
i , ! xhich is next to the needle. By the time the
* A isthe bed-plate or table, to whichall th? tub? hasady?nced asfaras it is allowed, the
patts of the machineare attached.
nee?llé, having been retracted toits greatest
. Bisa plate secured atits back part to the distance from the cloth, has drawn its loop
table A, by a screw-bolt, a, which serves as a tight atround the tube and tlat part of the
pivot, upon whichit is novablewhen desired. , tube-threadlying by the side of the tube, and
This plate B receives upon the cloth or ma: ||as the tube recedes that portion of its thread"
terial to be sewed. It contains the slot b, | which has been protruded through the loop on
through which the needle works, and has at- | the needle-threadis caused to formaloop, into.
tached toitthegage C, wlich guides thecloth. whieh the needle, enters as it makes its next
Dis the needle-arm, whichisattached to a descent-through thecloth simultaneously with .
small rock-shaft, E, working in bearings upon the retraction of the tube. Astle tube is re
the bed-plate, and which receives theusualno- | tracted, it leavesits own loop in the loop.of the
tion to carry tle needlec through the cloth or nieedle-thread and draws it tight around the
otlhérnateriallaidlupon the plate Bfrom anec- | needle, so that when the needle is withdrawn centric, F, on the mainshaft G, connected with from the cloth the new loop in the needle
it at the opposite extremity to where the i thread is left protruding through ald tightly
ueedie c is attached.
| .
*
| grasped by the above-described loop of the
i II is the spool which supplies the needle tube-thread. The loop of thenecdle-thread,
with thread.

-

tlhough drawn. tight around the tube on the

Iisa spring-presser, which confines thecloth first ascent of the needleafterleaving the loop,

to the plate 13 during the sewing.

| does not receive its finaltightening till the

2

42,024

with the Clothin
black and red outline. The
succeeding ascent of the Beedle. It will. be strength
the springh must beinsuficient to
understood by the foregoing description that overcomeofthe
friction of the presser I, orits
the tube-thread is left in the form of a lop
i through a loopin the neédle-thread, and thien equivalent, upon the cloth, and them, as the
receivesaloop of the needle-thread, and there- needle is being withdrawn from the cloth, the
fore the action of the needle and tube differs roller F will move in its bearings to allow
entirely from the action of the needle and", ewery part of the needle to move in the same
shuttle, which tle tube appears to resemble. arc, and thus prewent the-cloth being moved
but as soon as the needle leaves the
| Im Figs. 1, 2, and 3 of the drawings the tube. back;
the spring will throw it to the tangential
is supposed to be just withdrawn from the | cloth
or oblique position first described. Thelength
loop of the needle thread and the needle to be

| of the movement of the c?oth may be waried to
justentering the loop in the tube-thread.
- The above operation can be effected with a | alter the lengthofstitch by means of the screw
meedle attaehed to the arm in the usualway, i i, by which it is brought nearer to or farther.
and is entirely independent of thé attachment | from the arc. The feed may begiven in any,
by placing the needle obliquely in
and operation of the needle to feed the cloth, direction
direction to the path im which it moves,
which Iamabout to describe, andis particu that
larly ilustrated in Fig.4, thoughalsoshown whetheritbeattached to anarm ortoastraight
im. Figs. 1 and 3. Fin those figures repre bar moving ina right line. The modification
of the needle in Figi. 5 con
sents a roller or short rock-shaft fitted with of thisarrangement
in securing it in a small stock, j, which
journals to transverse bearings in the end of |-sists
piwoted by a screw orpin, k, to the arm D,
the needle-armD. This roller?arries the mee is
and has a spring, h”, applied above the piwot
dlec, whichis inserted throughitandsecured to
driveit backagainst the screw i'.
*
i transversely to its axis, and it carriesalso'a i The
proper lateral adjustment of the tube
stud or screw, g, which is to be connected by

a spring, h, of india-rubber or other elastic J and the slot b of the table is effected by

substance, witha screw,i,screwedintothearm, simply unscrewing the bolta, and moving the
i or with some part of the arm, in suchawayas plate B to th? right orleft, as mecessary. The
to throw the stud:g against the front of the distance between the guided and the rearend
screw i, or some fixed part of the arm, to hold of th? rod Kisso great, compared to the dis
the needle in a position tangential or other tance between the guide and the point of the
that the relation between the tube and
wise oblique to anarc describedfrom the piwot tube,
E. The force applied to the needle to drive. slot in the plate is not perceptibly influenced.
it through the cloth tends to push the studg . What I claimas myinvention, and desire to
by Letters Patent, is–
V.
hard up against the screw i orother stop pro secure
vided for the purpose, and thus make a rigid i fhe tube J, receiving thread and acting, in
Connection with the arm. : The point orany combination with the needle, substantially as
part of the length of the needle while fixed described, sothate?ch formsa series of loops,
relatively to the arm describèsanarc from the each of whichi-loops receives one and is re
center E, as indicated by the dotted are im ceived by the next one of the other series, as
| Fig. 4; but the point describes a larger arc | hereim set.
tham ahyotherpart. Consequentlyasthenee
i GEO. W. STEIDMAN.
dle movés through the c?oth the clothis drawn Vitnesses: ,
A. C. How ELL,
toward the center Eto the extent indicated by. | | U.
H. How ELL.
the change of position of the partin contact i

